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Userstories * *

BoardScreen™ * *
SCR_01 Should 2 User See a waiting list I know when its my turn
TMR_01 Should 3 User See a timer on the waiting list I know precisely when its my turn
SCR_02 Must 2 User Be able to see a sheet I now I can place notes and have visual feedback
SCR_03 Must 3 User See notes appear on the sheet I can see my placed notes and have visual feedback
SCR_04 Should 1 User Be able to see who's turn it is next I know when its my turn
LOG_01 Should 2 Admin Be able to setup the board with a login code The board can be used for playing

System *
LGN_01 Could 4 System Be able to only login from park location The user cant operate/access the board from outside the park
LGN_02 Could 2 System Be able to only login with NFC tag The user cant operate/access the board from outside the park
TRK_01 Could 3 System Check if the user is inside the set GPS area I know he is still waiting
TRK_02 Could 2 System Remove the user from the waiting list if he is outside the area Other people don't have to wait for someone who is not there
NOT_01 Must 2 System Be save the current notes I can display the notes in the sheets
DTB_01 Must 3 System Have a database I can store names and notes
WTH_01 Must 1 System Connect to weather API I have weather information
WTH_02 Must 2 System Shutdown when raining The teachers are happy and I complete my CLE

Mobile * *
TUT_01 Should 2 User Get information about how to use the game I know how to play the game
TUT_02 Must 2 User Be able to enter my name I can be entered on the waiting list
BLC_01 Wish 2 User Be able to only use appropriate names People dont say big oof and get offended
LST_01 Could 2 User See how long I have to wait I know when its my turn
LST_02 Should 2 User Be able to cancel my entry I dont fill up the waiting list with an unnecessary spot
LST_03 Should 2 User Be able to accept when its my time to play The system knows im still in the park and wanna play
TEL_01 Could 4 User Be able to select instruments I can change the sounds of the notes
TEL_02 Must 2 User Be able to see a sheet with notes I can see my placed notes and have visual feedback
TEL_03 Must 2 User Be able to delete a note on the sheet I can correct mistakes

Object * *
NFC_01 Should 1 User Scan a NFC tag I have access to the website Have a working NFC tags that redirects to a site URL
NFC_02 Could 2 User Have a nice looking NFC tag with a good looking design I have the feeling that this is a profesional game Have a nice design for the NFC tags
STN_01 Must 2 User Have the stone play its note if i step on it I know which note i pressed
STN_02 Must 3 User Have the stone log the note if I step on it I can create a song
GLB_01 Must 4 User To be able have the song played when I slide down the slide I can hear my created song
GLB_02 Should 2 User When I slide down the slide have the notes cleared I can create a new song
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